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1. BACKGROUND 

 

1.1. Introduction  

Development and equity had been presumed by many citizens of developing countries 

for the goal of governments, development partners, and investors to invest in the extractive 

sectors of the economy.  In Ghana, the focus of this paradigm resulted in the World Bank 

/IMF supporting Ghana’s Economic Recovery Programmes, which began in 1980s and is 

ongoing with Ghana attaining the completion point in HIPC.  The global economic order 

dictates the pace and type of investment in the world, which in most cases overlook, the socio-

economic and political arrangements in the host country.  These economic programmes, which 

are promotional to attract investment, set the tone for liberalisation policies that lowered 

environmental standards and provided adequate protection for multinational mining 

companies as well as the repatriation of profits from host countries.  

As of 2006, the expected investment into mining in Ghana was estimated at $8.5 

billion (Agbesinyele and Owusu-Koranteng, 2008)
1
.  About 70% of which was channelled 

into the extractives.  The level of investment in the extractive sector of Ghana is an indication 

of the development focus of the country.  Ghana is now the second largest producer of gold in 

Africa and the 10
th

 largest gold producer in the world.  In 2007, the country produced over 2.5 

million ounces of gold, which yielded $2.7 billion in revenues
2
.  Though gold production had 

assumed importance in terms of revenue generation, the promotional nature of the law 

governing mining operations, had eroded the net benefits accruing from gold to the country.  

Mining companies have negotiated agreements with government that allowed companies to 

keep up to 80% of sales in offshore accounts.  The real direct benefit in the form of royalty 

payments by mining companies had never exceeded the lower limits of 3% even though gold 

sale had experienced major price hike in previous years.  According to the Chamber of Mines 

the country realised $58.3 million in royalties when the revenue from minerals was $2.7 

billion in 2007.
3
   

 

1.2. The Socio-Political Situation of Mineral Investment in Ghana 

Many communities have limited access to land with increased investment in the extractives.  It 

is estimated that about 30% of the land surface of Ghana had been committed to mining 

concession, displacing tens of thousands of rural communities and the resultant effect is the 

loss of livelihood for many peasant farmers.
4
  AngloGold Ashanti, Obuasi has a concession 

covering an area of over 400 km square and had affected more than 90 communities.  Mining 

investment had displaced thousands of community people and Goldfield Ghana Limited 

displaced more than 30,000 farmers in five years whilst Newmont would be displacing about 

20,000 farmers in its first and second phases of the Ahafo mine alone
5
.  These facts defeat the 

argument by government and international financial institutions that investment in mining 

                                                           
1
 Abgesiyele P.  K.. and Owusu-Koranteng H.(2008), The Downside of Ghana’s Gold Boom: A Study of Wassa 

West District (1985-2006) Governance and Sustainable Development Marcel Hughes Publicity Group 2008 

pg235 
2
 Daily Guide’s Report by Charles Nixon Yeboah in the February 13 2008 issue pg 9 titled “Ghana Bags $2.5 

Billion from Minerals. 

 
3
 Aryee Joyce (2008) was reported by …….in Daily Graphic in response to the Minister of Land, Forestry and 

Mines assertion at UNCTAD XII meeting in Accra  that mining was brining minimal benefits t Ghana . 
4
 Vital Statistics, (1998): Mining in Africa Drillbits and Tailings 21 March, pg. 8. 

 
5
 Newmont Gold Ghana Limited (2005) Environmental Impact Statement of Newmont on the Ahafo Mine 

located I Kenyase 
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sector would reduce poverty and create jobs since only less than 1% of workforce in Ghana
6
 

are working with multinational mining companies.  

Although Ghana government is a signatory to many conventions including 

Biodiversity, Climate Change, Climate Change-Kyoto Protocol, Desertification, Endangered 

Species, Environmental Modification, the government has granted leases for mining 

companies to mine in forest reserves.  Mining investment is destroying forests including forest 

reserves.  The government of Ghana had granted mineral rights for two forest reserves to be 

mined and is in the process of granting Newmont the right to mine in the Ajenua Bepo Forest 

Reserve
7
.  Mining had destroyed many community streams and water bodies, polluting the 

water bodies with cyanide, heavy metals from waste rock and backfilling pits with detoxified 

liquid waste.   

The repercussion is that many community people who depended on land and forests 

for their sources of livelihoods are losing their economic activities, culture, and their 

environment.  The increased investment in the extractive sectors of developing countries has 

brought in its wake violations of Political, Civil, Economic, and Cultural rights of host 

communities.  For WACAM, the gross disregard of human rights, environmental degradation, 

and destruction of livelihoods as investors destroy community organisations by making key 

leaders of communities’ beneficiaries of their investment threatens national sovereignty, 

security and poses a great challenge to the communities and the nation as a whole.  Incentives 

for investors, which leave community people with low compensation, and no protection for 

livelihoods and destruction of forest and their water bodies had perpetuated community 

poverty and vulnerability.   

Government and funding organisations exclude host communities from the channels of 

decision making which is a cardinal principle for development and self-determination.  

WACAM believes that, there could be no development when people are not active participants 

in decision-making processes.  The lack of community participation in decisions is 

perpetuating government and industry violations of the rights of mining communities.  The 

intervention of WACAM and other human rights’ organisations in the past resulted in the 

inclusion of compensation principles in the new Minerals and Mining Law, Act 703, 2006.  

Mining companies are violating the rights of community people and are paying compensations 

that do not restore community livelihoods.  Land had never been a subject for compensation 

and even under the current situation where the compensation for land is enshrined in the 

Minerals and Mining Law, compensation does not cover land.  Mining companies form Crop 

Compensation committees for negotiations on compensation rates in violation of the Minerals 

and Mining Law, which provides that compensation rate, should be determined by agreement 

between the affected farmers and the mining company.  This had resulted in the payment of 

ridiculous compensation rates to affected farmers.  

Stemming from the violation of the economic, social, and cultural rights of mining 

communities, government loses revenues from the low compensation regimes, which become 

subsidies from poor farmers for the mining industry.  This exacerbates rural poverty.  At the 

national level, government had not been able to negotiate windfall profit tax in the law despite 

the substantial increases in the price of mineral commodities and government's inability to 

negotiate for windfall profit accounts for the minimal contribution of mining to the economy 

of Ghana, which is put at 5% of GDP.  The country is not benefitting from the windfall profits 

of mining companies because government of Ghana is not well positioned to renegotiate 

changes in the fiscal regimes of mining in view of the stability agreement in the Minerals and 

Mining Law.  With the increase in the cost of energy worldwide, government is recognising 

                                                           
6
 Ghana Trade Union (2007), Assessment of the 2007 budget statement and economic policy of the Government 

of Ghana. 
7
 Newmont’s EIS (2008) on the Akyem Mine located in Ajenua Bepo Forest reserves that its subsidiary the  

Golden Ridge Mine would operate 
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the need to let the mining companies pay the full cost of energy use 
8
 but the stability 

agreement ensures that mining companies would continue to enjoy the generous fiscal regimes 

for a period not less than 15 years even when the country changes its laws to increase benefits 

for communities and government. 

Community people have very limited opportunities for redress of problems because of 

the technical games that companies played and the difficulty in obtaining Environmental 

Audit reports.  Communities thus lack adequate empirical information and data to hold mining 

companies accountable.  Also, the cumbersome processes for redress which removes the 

option of the High Courts in determining cases of compensation on original jurisdiction render 

communities more vulnerable.  The mining lobby destroys traditional community 

organisations by making key opinion leaders in the communities beneficiaries of mining 

investment.  In Ghana, members of Parliament in mining areas serve as members of the Board 

of Directors of mining companies because of the 10% free equity holdings of government.  

Some community leaders have been given contracts by mining companies.  With a traditional 

structure where community people look up to their leaders for direction, many community 

people have realities that are different from their leaders and community voices are 

suppressed. 

 

 
Figure 1:  A community woman from Akaktekyieso making a presentation at the 10th Anniversary 

celebration of WACAM in Accra 

 

 

1.3. Description of Community/Region/People: 

 The programme is located generally in mining communities.  In specific terms, the 

programme targeted 20 communities distributed as follows 

                                                           
8
 The Deputy Minister of Finance as reported by ….. in Business and Financial Times of  … indicated that 

government increase in electricity tariffs for mining companies from 11 cents/kwh to 22 cents /kwh is nowhere 

near full cost recovery 
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 Western region (6), Dumase, Teberebie, Prestea, Amuanda, Bompieso, New Atuabo 

and   Badukrom/Wangrakrom.   

 Ashanti (6) Anyakyerem, Oseikrom,, Amamom, Akatakyieso,  Anwiam, Hia  and 

Adaase 

 Brong Ahafo (8) Kwakyekrom, Kenyase No. 1 and 2, By-Pass, Yamfo, Kantinka, 

Asumura and Twabidi 

The activities for the year extended to Eastern region where Newmont has an interest to 

mine in Ajenua Bepo Forest Reserve.  WACAM linked up to the following mining 

communities in the Tarkwa Nsuaem Municipal: Adaamanso, Kojokrom, Bonsa, Nsuta, 

Abekoase and Huniso.  In the Obuasi municipality, the following were additional communities 

that WACAM worked in Ahasonyewodua, Sansu, Anyinam, Suhyenso, Nyamebekyere, 

Odumase, Jimiso, Kokoteasua, Abompekrom etc.  The new operational areas that WACAM 

linked up to included Teleko Bokaso, Anwia, Adausina, Afosu, Hweakwae, Mehame, New 

Abriem, Yamfo, and Subriso.   

In addition to community organisational work, WACAM started its work to strengthen the 

women’s section in preparation for a women’s conference in 2010.The Executive Council of 

WACAM has appointed Ms Joana Manu as the Co-ordinator for the Women’s Section of 

WACAM with the responsibility of developing harnessing the potential of our women 

activists to strengthen our organisation.  

Mining communities in Ghana have agriculture as their main occupation and artisanal 

mining as an off-season occupation.  Agriculture provides incomes to about 60% of rural 

communities.  Women in rural communities depend on the standing forest for their daily 

sources of income and engage in agriculture to provide for food and permanent source of 

income which they use to educate children and support other family members.  Surface 

mining activities are located in areas that are prominent for agriculture and today some 

companies have acquired concessions in forest reserves.  With mining and agriculture 

competing for land, mining operations have always had precedence over agriculture and this is 

reducing the income generation opportunities of mining communities and gradually changing 

the patterns of lives.  With the operations of State Gold Mining Corporation for between 50 – 

80 years in Prestea and Tarkwa respectively, the two mines occupied a total of 250 hectares of 

land
9
; under surface mining one company – Goldfields Ghana Limited Tarkwa mine has 203.9 

km
2.  

From 1998 to 2004, food production in Wassa West District declined by 25%.
 
 Mining is 

helping to perpetuate community poverty and increasing the risks of disease incidences. 

 

 
Figure 2: WACAM veterans in a discussion with the Executive Director 

                                                           
9
 Minerals’ Commission (2001) Annual Minerals Production Report , Minerals’ Commission of Ghana 
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1.4. Description of the organisation, its activities and accomplishments: 

WACAM was formed to respond to the growing community problems and being the 

premier community-based mining advocacy organisation in Ghana, the small organisation was 

confronted with a major challenge of mobilising mining communities around the critical 

community concerns. Community mobilisation was important at the time because mining 

communities lacked an organisation that could articulate their concerns and communities did 

not have a common front for effective engagements with government and mining companies. 

Poverty and illiteracy that are prevalent in the mining communities weakened the capacity of 

the mining communities in their engagement with mining companies. WACAM is actively 

working in four regions of Ghana namely Western, Ashanti, Brong Ahafo and Eastern regions. 

WACAM’s activities link with about 100 communities in these regions. 

        WACAM has an eleven-member Executive Council (EC), which acts as the governing 

body of the organisation. The EC meets at least once every quarter to take important decisions 

that affect the organisation. There are four women and seven men serving on the Executive 

Council. Seven of the members on the Executive Council are from affected mining 

communities. WACAM has divided its operational areas into six zones with officers in the 

zone working as volunteers.  

 WACAM has extended its operations to communities affected by the operations of 

AngloGold Ashanti, Obuasi Mine (AGA) in the Obuasi area of Ashanti Region and a 

Programme Officer has beeen appointed to co-ordinate the work in Obuasi for WACAM. 

WACAM within the period began organisational work in Nzema area where Adamus 

Resources Limited, an Australian mining company intends to mine for about four years and 

there had been fierce resistance by the affected communities to the operations of Adamus 

Resources Limited. In 2008, about 400 Police brutalised the residents of Teleku Bokazo, 

Anwia and Nkroful who had resisted the company’s operations. It thus became imperative for 

WACAM to heed to the demands of the affected communities in Teleku Bokazo, Anwia and 

Nkroful to build the capacity of the affected communities to meet the challenges resulting 

from the presence of Adamus Resources Limited in the area.  

  WACAM has 5 permanent staff and over 100 volunteers. The Executive Director heads the 

administration and the Director of Training and Research, and Director of Programmes assist 

him.  The Accounts Officer manages the finances of the organisation and doubles as the 

Administrative Assistant.  A Programmes Assistant and a Community Mobilisation Assistant 

work closely with Zonal officers. 

 

 
Figure 3: Two Queen Mothers who are active WACAM members at the 10th Anniversary of WACAM 
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2. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 

 

2.1. GENERAL OBJECTIVES 

The partnership of WACAM and Oxfam America in this project has the  goal of 

strengthening communities affected by Transnational mining companies like AGA & 

Newmont operations particularly located in 20 communities of Western region (6), Ashanti 

(6) and Brong Ahafo (8) in Ghana, to claim their rights to political participation and influence 

decisions, monitor the impacts and benefits of mining projects by being informed, trained, 

organised and networked 

 

2.1.1. Specific Objectives: 

 To develop capacity of mining communities especially women for effective 

engagement with mining companies in the regions of WACAM’s operations through 

environmental awareness creation, policy advocacy and organisational development.   

 Develop a core of women activists with leadership skills for interventions in activities 

that affects their lives for sustained campaign on mining issues at community level. 

 To train and strength youth and students’ groups in mining communities and three 

tertiary institutions of Ghana 

 To build the capacity of CSOs to form alliances for networking, research and advocacy 

on human rights in mining communities. 

 To build communities’ capacities for effective citizens-government and community-

industry engagements 

 

2.2. IMPLEMENTATION: 

To achieve the goal and objectives, the programme was expected to carry out the following 

activities in the communities and country: 

 Research to support community claims of water pollution and environmental 

degradation  

 3-day training on gender and mining for mining communities 

 Two -3-day Leadership training for women  and opinion leaders in affected 

communities 

 Institutional capacity building / staff training for WACAM 

 Popular actions such as demonstrations, picketing, leafleting and Press conferences to 

support community struggles and to draw attention to violations of community rights 

 3-day National conference of affected mining communities to develop a national 

organisational structure for affected mining communities, photo exhibition, and 10
th

 

anniversary celebration. 

 Development of Quarterly Newsletter of WACAM to promote mining advocacy 

 Campaign for good governance and inclusion of mining communities in decision-

making processes through public activities and awareness creation (FPIC campaign). 

 Use result/conclusions from three-day workshop to lobby  CHRAJ, EPA, Parliament  

 Support community people to make submissions to their Parliamentarians and 

Parliamentary Select Committee on Mining on outcomes of workshops 

 Target communities that would be affected by the Akyem project of Newmont for 

campaigns on rights and fair compensations 

 Working with mining communities to dialogue with AngloGold Ashanti in Obuasi and 

Tarkwa 

 Briefing and contracting for manual development, Desk top research/review of 

WACAM’s training experiences and drafting of training manual 

 Evaluation and monitoring /Auditing of Accounts 
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2.3. EXPECTED OUTCOMES: 

 Women in target communities emerging as leaders in their communities and WACAM 

structures  

 Community Groups  formed in all 20 communities 

 5 core community people including two women well equipped for community 

struggles 

 Community people using knowledge gained from rights education to struggle for the 

protection of their rights 

 Respect of the Rule of law and minimised conflicts in mining communities  

 Skills developed in beneficiary communities. 

 Sensitised media and increased reportage on mining community issues to influence 

public opinion on mining  

 Beneficiaries of Leadership training playing leadership roles in communities 

 Communities learning from each other’s strategies of struggles  

 WACAM having adequate information of affected communities for planning of 

campaigns 

 Communities being able to have effective negotiations with mining companies. 

 Research would provide give credibility to community claims 

 Developed youth groups in mining communities and establishment of YAG in tertiary 

institutions to influence students to have social consciousness 

 WACAM staff trained and equipped to meet the emerging challenges 

 

2.3.1. Indirect Benefits 

 The 20 target communities would benefit from the knowledge gained by the target 

participants at Workshops who would use the knowledge gained to influence local 

people.  

 The Ghanaian and international communities would gain from media reportage and 

sharing of Information by WACAM with other civil society organisations. 

  WACAM would also share information on training manual with other organisations  
 

 

 

2.4. MONITORING, EVALUATION AND REPORTING  

2.4.1. Monitoring: 

The Executive Council of WACAM, which is the governing body, monitors the programmes 

of WACAM.  The Executive Council has nine member made up of four women and five men  

The Director of Training and Research, 2 Project Officers, one person from each project area 

and the Accountant constituted the Project Implementation Team for the implementation of 

the project. The Director of Training and Research was the co-ordinator of the Project. The 

Executive Director exercised oversight responsibility of the Project and the Project 

Implementation Team reported to the Executive Council. WACAM relied on the volunteers 

located in the project zones who doubled as part time workers. The zonal officers with the 

local executives ensured that target communities and groups participated fully in the project 

activities and gave regular progress report to the Project Implementation Team. They also 

participated actively in monitoring and review meetings of the project.    
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3. ACHIEVEMENTS 

The major justification for the WACAM- Oxfam America intervention was to equip 

communities to own the struggle to protect their rights as well as the integrity of the 

environment. WACAM and the affected communities achieved the following in the period 

under review achieved the following: 

 

3.1. Workshops and Trainings 

The programme for the year has two workshops outlined, which are Women leadership 

workshop for mining communities and Gender workshop for mining communities. The first 

workshop took place in July and the second in September 2008. Apart from the two listed 

workshops, WACAM organised other workshops indicated as follows: 

 WACAM organised a women’s leadership workshop for mining communities resident in 

the four project areas. The workshop that was organised in Tarkwa from 17
th

 to 21
st
 July 

had 39 participants made up of 20 women and 19 men.  

 WACAM organised workshop for Brong Ahafo NGOs (BANGO) in Sunyani on 12
th

 June 

for 40 NGOs in the region. Topics discussed included Mining and development, People’s 

participation in decisions affecting Mining, Overview of mining in Ghana ,the role of 

CSOs in mining advocacy the example of WACAM and a discussion of the Minerals and 

Mining Law 

 One-day educational forum for concerned citizens of Anwia, Teleku/Bokazo and Nkroful 

on 16
th

 July 2008. WACAM also had a discussion with the Chief and some elders of 

Teleku/Bokazo 

 ,  

Figure 4: Community forum at Teleku Bokazo 

 

 

3.2. Advocacy and Campaigns 

WACAM used opportunities/openings available to collaborate with CHRAJ, EPA Minerals 

Commission, and CSOs to influence them to recognise the inadequacies in the Minerals and 

Mining Law. In this respect, WACAM worked closely in the National Coalition on Mining 

(NCOM), the Media, and Trades Union Congress to achieve the long-term goal. The 

following were the specific activities carried out within the period of the report: 

 WACAM and National Coalition on Mining (NCOM) campaigned on No mining in 

Ajenua Bepo Forest Reserve. WACAM and 18 other CSOs presented a petition to 
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EPA and Forestry Commission during the Public Hearing the Akyem Project of 

Newmont   

 Joint support from Oxfam America, DKA of Austria and IBIS to document 

WACAM’s experiences in mining communities in a video documentary as part of the  

10
th

 Anniversary celebration of WACAM 

 Collaborated with CHRAJ to mobilise mining communities and representatives for the 

validation of the report on human rights abuses by mining companies in a validation 

workshop organised by the  Commission on Human Rights and Administrative Justice 

(CHRAJ) held in Kumasi from May 12
th

 -15
th

 2008. The report on the state of human 

rights in mining communities in Ghana was launched in September 2008. 

 WACAM engaged in organisational work in communities affected by the operations of 

Newmont Akyem Project. WACAM Officials supported the Concerned Farmers 

Association of Akyem to campaign against the Akyem project of Newmont through a 

petition against the mining project. Two hundred and fifteen members of the 

Concerned Farmers group signed a petition presented to the Minster of Lands, 

Forestry, and Mines against mining in Ajenua Bepo Forest Reserve. Because of the 

sensitisation and organisational work in the Akyem communities, some of the 

sensitised community people made critical comments against the intended mining 

project of Newmont in the Forest Reserve at the public hearing organised by the EPA 

on 4
th

 July 2008.   

 The organisation and sensitisation of communities in the Nzema area for campaigns 

against the mining operations of Adamus Resources Limited  

 Lobbying, dialogue and campaigns on the pollution of rivers in Teberebie area as 

result of the operations of AngloGold Ashanti Iduapriem mine 

 Advocacy work to ensure that the development of regulations on compensation and 

resettlement does not water down the provisions on compensation principles enshrined 

in the Minerals and Mining Law 

 WACAM supported the Concern Farmers of Prestea to campaign to hold Golden Star 

Resources (Bogoso/Prestea Mine) responsible for the legacy problems of the first 

phase of the company’s operations before moving on to the second phase. 

 Organisational work and sensitisation of communities in the Ahafo area in preparation 

for the second phase of Newmont’s operations 

 

 
Figure 5: WACAM community members in Tarkwa presenting food items and toiletries to Angel of Hope 

Orphanage in Tarkwa 
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3.3. Court Room Advocacy 

 The court case against WACAM members at Yamfo is still pending. The trial judge is 

on transfer. WACAM presented a petition to the Attorney General and the Minister of 

Justice to cancel the Yamfo case (Nolle Prosequi) since the case has no legal merit. 

The Minister is yet to take a decision on the matter.  The case was mentioned at the 

African Peer Review Mechanism(APRM)meeting held in December 2008 

 WACAM and CEPIL supported the court action by the Concerned Farmers 

Association of Teberebie against AngloGold Ashanti Iduapriem mine on the issue of 

the non-payment of compensation to some farmers affected by the Rock Waste dump 

established by the company on community lands and farms. The company’s attempt to 

use the District Security Committee (DISEC) to intimidate Mr James Sarpong to 

vacate his village failed because WACAM and CEPIL supported Mr James Sarpong 

and CEPIL wrote to DISEC to remind the committee that the case was pending before 

court.  There are moves again by the company to seek redress through dialogue with 

Mr.  Sarpong whose properties are almost covered, by rock waste.  

 WACAM supported the victims of the 2004 cyanide spillage of Golden Star Resources 

in Dumase to institute a court action against the company. The company proposed an 

out of court settlement, which was accepted by the victims. After WACAM and the 

victims had gone through the difficulty of proposing an amount to form the basis of a 

negotiated settlement, the company indicated that they were not interested in an out of 

court settlement. The stalling strategies of the company had resulted in frustration 

among the victims. We have gone through discussions to get the case relisted in court. 

There are preparations to get the second cyanide spillage case of Golden Star 

Resources in court 

 WACAM and CEPIL worked with the communities in Dumase and Prestea to 

catalogue evidence of human rights violations to support a legal case against Golden 

Star Resources in the US. 

 

3.4. Collaboration and Sharing Experiences 

A major component of the programme is the sharing of WACAM’s experiences with 

CSOs and organisations in and outside Ghana. The objective of the experience sharing is 

to learn from each other and for mining community concerns to gain the needed attention 

at the national and international level. WACAM also believes that sharing provides an 

opening to influence policy through public awareness, which acts as a push factor in 

policy advocacy. The following were the activities carried out to share information and 

knowledge 

 Two WACAM officials made a presentation on mining and development at a 

workshop organised for about 30 Journalists, Police personnel and Officials of 

CHRAJ by Journalists for Human Rights in Takoradi on 14
th

 March 2008 

 WACAM was part of a Ghanaian delegation that had a meeting with a 12 member 

US Congressional Delegation who visited Ghana on 28
th

 March 2008 

 WACAM shared information on the Oil find: the lessons from mining with 28 

graduate students of Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology 

(KNUST) on 11
th

 April 2008 

 WACAM participated in the validation workshop on the draft ECOWAS mining 

code in Senegal. 

 Mr. Jerry Mensa-Pa represented WACAM and shared WACAM’s experience in a 

workshop organised by Journalists for Human Rights in Agona Swedru on 28
th

 

April 2008 
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 Mr. Kwabena Frimpong represented WACAM and shared experiences in the 

Stakeholder Periodic Review of Human rights in Ghana on 29
th

 of April 2008. The 

report would be submitted to organisations like UN 

 WACAM’s group in Kenyase sent students from Regis University round 

communities in Kenyase for interaction with community people on 10
th

 May 2008. 

 The Executive Director and the Director of Training and Research lectured 10 

students from Pacific University Oregon on 29
th

 May 2008. The students later 

visited the Dumase and Prestea communities. 

 Two activists of WACAM shared WACAM’s experience in the preparatory 

meeting of the Integrated Water Resources Management Plan for the Ankobra 

River Basin on 10
th

 June 2008 

 30 students from Manchester University were on  educational visit to Ghana and 

WACAM shared experiences on mining campaign with them after visits to 

communities and mining companies on the 13
th

  of June 2008 at Obuasi 

 Mr. Richard Ellimah and Mr. Aning Frimpong shared WACAM’s experiences in a 

workshop organised on the Freedom of Information Bill on 18
th

 June 2008 

 The Director of Training and Research participated in a workshop on climate 

change and shared experiences on mining and climate change on 18
th

 June 

 The WACAM office in Tarkwa shared WACAM’s experiences with two foreign 

students on attachment with CEPIL on 23
rd

 June 2008 

 On 27
th

 June 2008, two international mining activists – Jamie Kneen and Roger 

Moody visited mining communities in Obuasi with WACAM activists and 

interacted with communities in the Obuasi area. 

 A Professor from the University of Leeds, Ray Bush also visited Obuasi and 

interacted with a few members of WACAM. He wanted to know the extent to 

which WACAM has been able to influence advocacy in the Obuasi area where 

AngloGold Ashanti operates 

 The Assistant Programme Officer, Jerry Mensah-Pah who is the Zonal Focal 

Person for the Western Enclave of the Publish What You Pay (PWYP-Ghana) 

together with five extractive engagement group members namely, attended Annual 

General meeting of PWYP at Accra.  

 Reconnaissance Visit by GENADO.  GENADO is a natural resource management 

organisation based in Navrongo in the Northern part of Ghana.  Their focus is on 

training the community people to manage the forests and other natural resource 

endowments that are found in the area. However, a mining company, Randgold, 

has started prospecting for gold in their area and this is creating several problems 

for the community people. Since GENADO has no experience in mining advocacy, 

they consulted WACAM and following from there, the Project Officer, Mr. Steve 

Ampofo spent three days in Obuasi from December 22
nd

 to December 24
th

 2008. 

His visit was expected to herald the main tour of the Obuasi area much later by 

about 30 community leaders from Navrongo who wish to learn from WACAM’s 

experiences. Whiles on the visit, Mr. Ampofo was taken to communities like 

Anwiam, Ahansonyewodea, Binsere, Dokyiwa, Akatakyieso and Anyinam.  His 

main areas of interest were how mining has devastated the natural environment as 

well as how livelihoods had been destroyed because of mining.  
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Figure 6: WACAM members at the 10th Anniversary celebration 

 

3.5. Community representation, Negotiations and Dialogue 

WACAM and community people have been working with AGA officials from Obuasi and 

Iduapriem. The engagement had not seen much progress as the company is not showing much 

seriousness to the process but WACAM continued to organise the communities in preparation 

for the dialogue. Apart from the AGA engagement, the District Officer for National 

Commission for Civic Education (NCCE) stationed at New Abriem facilitated a meeting 

between WACAM and Newmont in Accra. WACAM continued to participate in the 

Monitoring Advisory Group (MAG), which is a monitoring structure in the Action Plan 

developed by WACAM/FIAN, the communities and AngloGold Ashanti Iduapriem Mine. 

 
 

3.6. Monitoring of programme 

The project monitoring team had one monitoring workshop in July. Participants of the 

workshop were members of the project team from Akyem, Asutifi, Tarkwa, and Obuasi areas. 

After going through the project implementation and activities, participants made useful 

contributions of roles and how the project would be implemented effectively. Some of the 

recommendations for improvements were as follows: 

 WACAM should organise community events to commemorate the 10
th

 Anniversary 

celebration of WACAM 

 Community volunteers to extend education to satellite communities where WACAM 

was not working as of now and where mining companies had intentions of expanding.  

The idea is to provide such communities with information on their rights to avoid 

exploitation of community ignorance by mining companies. 

  Community volunteers to present timely reports to the project co-ordinator to foster 

timely sharing of information. 
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3.7. Good lessons  

 The Oxfam America/ WACAM programme for 2008 made provisions for educational 

support to activists. Emelia Amoateng and Joana Manu, two adult women activists 

have taken advantage of the provision and have enrolled in basic school to further their 

education.  Emelia from Teberebie wants to learn hard to become a trained Journalist 

in future and work for WACAM whilst Joana would want to become a Parliamentarian 

in future to defend the rights of the communities. Similarly, Mr Adusah Yakubu, the 

Co-ordinator of WACAM’s activities in the Ahafo area who is an adult with a family 

is being supported by WACAM to pursue High School Education. Mr Richard 

Ellimah, the Co-ordinator of Obuasi programme is being supported by the project to 

undertake Post Graduate Studies in Planning at the Kwame Nkrumah University of 

Technology (KNUST) whilst Mr Jerry Mensah-Pa a staff of WACAM is being 

supported to pursue a Diploma Programme in Labour Studies at the University of Cape 

Coast. 

 Emelia Amoateng detected chemical seepage around the Goldfields Ghana Limited 

and AngloGold Ashanti Iduapriem concession last year area and she followed up and 

sent a petition to EPA on behalf of her community. EPA did not pursue the issue and 

the agency did not respond to the persistent request of the community people for a 

report on the seepage. In June 2008, the Teberebie community again detected chemical 

seepage into community streams and Emelia carried out investigations that established 

the source of the seepage.  She invited the EPA officials from Tarkwa to the site and 

the EPA invited company officials from AGA who later dismissed the claims of 

chemical seepage but agreed that the rivers were polluted with soil because of the 

operations of the company. Emelia contacted WACAM and the researcher undertaking 

the water analysis as part of the programme collected water samples from the affected 

rivers for analysis. The results of the Water Analysis had been submitted to the WARO 

office and we expect to receive the comments of Oxfam America. This is an example 

of how community people could use the knowledge gained in the Rights education to 

engage in evidence-based advocacy, which could provide empirical data for 

campaigns. 

 

 WACAM activists continue to exhibit leadership and advocacy skills in their 

communities. WACAM activists were able to articulate community concerns during 

the Public Hearings in Akyem and Nzema whilst Chiefs present at the Public Hearings 

supported the mining companies. The activists placed the responsibility of protecting 
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forest and communities’ livelihoods on EPA and said public hearings were not the 

appropriate fora to seek community consent for mining but rather Public Hearings 

should be used to educate communities on the harmful effects of mining in their 

communities and provide alternatives to mitigate the effects. Before the public 

hearings, the activists educated the people in the communities on the dangers of 

mining operations to community health and livelihoods. They also provided 

communities with education on the legal framework in the country and created 

platforms for WACAM officials to provide more education. WACAM is waiting to see 

how the EPA would react to such community demands although the chiefs were given 

more prominence in the public hearings 

 Mr Dei Nkrumah, a WACAM activist in Dumase, took legal action against Golden 

Star Resources, Prestea/Bogoso Mine Limited, in the superior court of Judicature in 

the High court of Justice Tarkwa, Western Region. The Suit was instituted on the 13-8-

08. Mr. Dei Nkrumah’s claim is for;  

o Declaration that the defendants, for their own mining purposes, has since Nov 

2006 and for the life of the mining operation, deprived the Plaintiffs of the use 

of their lands measuring 241.8 acres.  
o Declaration that the Plaintiffs are entitled to compensation from the defendant 

for the said deprivation from Nov 2006 until the life of the mining operation is 

ended and the lands are returned to the Plaintiffs in accordance with mining 

lease.  
o An order directed at the Defendant to pay the plaintiffs GHC 7000 per acre of 

land so deprived, totalling the sum of GHC 1,680,600 as compensation for the 

plaintiffs to share in proportion to the acreage of their respective lands so 

deprived.  
o Declaration that the first and second plaintiffs have validly rescinded the MOU 

dated 21
st
 Nov 2006 and the said MOU is of no legal effect.  

o An order directed at the defendant to pay the sum of GH C 10080 to the first, 

second and third Plaintiffs being the loss of 36 fishponds destroyed by the 

defendants in Nov 2006.  
o Interest of All the above sums of money since Nov 2006 and Damages.     

The company has requested for an out of court settlement 

 
Figure 8: Group activity at the ECOWAS Planning meeting in Accra 
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4. OBSERVATIONS CHALLENGES AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

4.1. Observations  

WACAM under this programmes distributed 500 copies of Minerals and Mining Law (Act 

703, 2006) for sensitisation work.  

 

4.2. Challenges 

The Minerals and Mining Law is a promotional law with very little openings for 

affected communities and the government. Companies in their bid to ensure mining at all cost 

continue to motivate chiefs in the communities for them to praise-sing the expected benefits 

of mining. Chiefs in Akyem were reported to have received GH ¢10,000; 60,000 and 40,000 

from Newmont before the public hearing on Newmont’s Akyem Project. The Minister of 

Lands, Forestry and Mines was reported to have said in New Abriem that she would ensure 

that Newmont was granted the mining lease before the end of the year 2008. Mining 

investment in Ghana is increasing with government having external support to engage in 

increased mineral exploration.   

Many community people in Teleko Bokaso suffered from Human rights violations 

when they tried to resist mining in their area, which they claimed, would destroy the heritage 

of the First President of Ghana, Dr. Kwame Nkrumah whose village is about 2 km from the 

proposed project site. WACAM was compelled to work with the communities for them to 

know their rights and operate within the Law as well as minimising their sufferings due to 

ignorance of their rights and responsibilities. Despite the community protests against Adamus 

Resources because of its negative effects on livelihood of the people, pollution of streams and 

the displacement of some of the people, the EPA has granted an Environmental Permit to 

Adamus Resources to commence mining. Mining companies have increased their rate of 

mining to take advantage of the high gold prices but government revenues from minerals are 

still minimal.  WACAM has to respond to more community demands by employing more 

people to meet the growing challenges.   

 
Figure 7:  Seepage of Chemical from mining operations entering the environment as the company 

struggles to contain it 
 

WACAM operates with a small staff and a large number of volunteers who had made 

enormous sacrifices and we are challenged to motivate our volunteers to sustain their 

commitment to the struggle. 
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Many community people are sensitised on their rights and would want to redeem their 

rights in court. The challenge for WACAM is to work at sustaining the confidence of mining 

communities in the legal system and provide enough education to litigating communities 

about the challenges in using the court system to address issues. This is necessary to reduce 

the incidence of litigation fatigue associated with situations of prolonged cases in court and 

prepare community people to consider that losing a court case is possible.   

There is the need for WACAM to continue to explain to communities the need to test 

the laws in court and at the same time using the lapses in the legal system for advocacy that 

would improve regulations on mining and other natural resources. As community people 

become conscious about their rights, they exert pressure on mining companies and mining 

companies sometimes use the security agencies to intimidate activists. Some community 

people in Akyem are preparing to go to court if Newmont is granted the right to mine in 

forest reserve. In other instances, WACAM participated in two public hearings organised for 

15 communities that would be affected by Adamus Mining Company from Australia. Whilst 

the chiefs and elders supported the company, the youth and women were against its 

operations.  Teleko Bokazo /Anwia Concerned Citizens Association are also preparing to go 

to court to stop partial resettlement of the two communities and to protect the historical 

village of Nkroful and its environs if the company is granted the mineral right. A 

responsibility is placed on WACAM to continuously insulate and protect community activists 

from overt and covert harassment in order to build the confidence of activists in the struggle.  

The Oil find in Ghana continues to place more responsibilities on WACAM as the 

Ghanaian population expect some intervention in the form of education from organisations 

like WACAM. Many Ghanaians have very high expectations for the Oil find. The desire to 

develop the oil means that CSOs would have to work to strengthen good governance and 

democratic structures to ensure the protection of rights of the people. It is also important to 

work to protect the integrity of the environment. WACAM and many CSOs do not have 

adequate capacity to ensure transparency and maximise benefits from oil production. Already, 

some people in the country because of WACAM’s work in mining believe that WACAM 

should work on oil issues. This brings additional responsibilities to WACAM. 

  

 
Figure 8: Participants at the ECOWAS Mining Code campaign Planning meeting in Accra carrying out an 

activity 
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5. FUTURE PROJECTIONS 

WACAM would be working with Oxfam America in Ghana and other West African 

communities physically and/or economically affected by the operations of Transnational 

gold mining companies to exert their right to effective and meaningful participation in 

mining policy reform processes and manage their local natural resources necessary to 

sustain their livelihoods and hold governments accountable for securing these rights 

through good governance practices. The programme which would be running for two 

years would seek to engage companies and financial institutions who stand to benefit from 

extractive industries and ensure the respect for the full range of communities’ human 

rights including the right to free, prior and informed consent. The future work for the 

second year of the programme be based on the following intermediate objectives: 

 

 Stimulate and integrate income-generating projects in affected communities to support 

their livelihoods as well as their political voice 

 Organise and engage women, religious and traditional leaders and local economic 

actors as particular strategies of strengthening community-level organisations 

 Capacity-building for mining community members and CSOs in order to use 

effectively information on revenues, contracts and mining impacts and hold  

government and Transnational Gold-Mining Companies accountable   

 Focus on contributing to the formation and strengthening of community organisations 

and awareness raising about mining policy issues and the rights of communities to 

participate in decision making related to mining projects.  

 Enlarge partnership and alliances in order to amplify advocacy activities and 

mentoring communities 

 Documentation and sharing experiences with other partners to Support cross-

fertilization at regional and international levels 
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7.1.  MONITORING FRAME /ACHIEVEMENTS 

Objective  Indicators  Activity for Indicator Target Group Expected 

Outcome 

Achievements  

Conduct 

researches  for 

empirical data 

to support 

Advocacy and 

campaigns 

 Research to support 

community claims of 

water pollution and 

environmental 

degradation  

 The research 

targeted 

community 

streams in 

Tarkwa area 

 Use results 

for 

evidence-

based 

advocacy 

 Research was carried out and the report 

submitted to the WARO office of Oxfam 

America for comments and publication. 

 As an additional activity, a consultant 

was commissioned to review the 

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) 

of Adamus Resources Limited to provide 

a scientific basis for advocacy and 

campaign by the people of Anwia and 

Teleko Bokazo against the company. 

Organise and 

engage women, 

religious and 

traditional 

leaders and 

local economic 

actors as 

particular 

strategies of 

strengthening 

community-

level 

organisations 

  3-day Leadership 

training for women  

and opinion leaders 

in affected 

communities 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3-day training on 

gender and mining 

for mining 

communities 

 Participants 

drawn from 

Akyem, 

Kenyase, 

Obuasi, 

Tarkwa, 

Dumase and 

Teleku /Bokazo 

 Women in 

target 

communities 

emerging as 

leaders in 

their 

communities 

and 

WACAM 

structures  

 

 

 5 core 

community 

people 

including 

two women 

well 

equipped for 

community 

 The workshop was organised in Tarkwa 

in July 2008.  36 participants were drawn 

from the project communities and the 

new ones.  The outcome of the workshop 

was that the participants proposed the 

need to organise a Women’s Section of 

WACAM and women leaders were 

selected from the various zones to co-

ordinate the activities of the Women 

Section in the communities.   

 

 The activity was organised for two days 

instead of three due to the depreciation of 

the cedi.  25 participants from Kenyase, 

Tarkwa and Obuasi benefited from the 

activity which was held in Tema.  The 

workshop dealt with topics including the 

following: 

o  women contribution to family, 

society and household,  
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struggles o decision making and the role of 

women,  

o mining community advocacy and 

women  

o the Minerals and Mining law   

Capacity-

building for 

mining 

community 

members and 

CSOs in order 

to use  

information on 

revenues, 

contracts and 

mining impacts 

effectively and 

hold  

government and 

Transnational 

Gold-Mining 

Companies 

accountable   

 

 

 Institutional capacity 

building / staff 

training for WACAM 

 

 

Popular actions such 

as demonstrations, 

picketing, leafleting 

and Press 

conferences to 

support community 

struggles and to draw 

attention to violations 

of community rights 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 WACAM staff 

and activists 

from 

communities 

 

 Media 

personnel, 

community 

people affected 

by activities of 

AngloGold and 

Goldfields 

Ghana Limited 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 All mining 

communities in 

  WACAM supported two people in 

tertiary education and two women 

activists in basic school and one male 

activist High School 

 

 WACAM issued two press releases on 

“Mining is killing agriculture” and a 

release on chemical seepage into rivers 

within AngloGold Ashanti Iduapriem 

mine 

 At the community level, WACAM 

officials did an interview on Ark FM on 

aspects of the Minerals and Mining Law 

that needs review.  Some of these aspects 

include the Confidentiality clause, 

Stability and Development Agreements. 

 As part of the International Campaign 

against mining in the Ajenua Bepo Forest 

reserve, WACAM and its international 

partners generated 6350 signatures from 

50 countries.  WACAM worked with the 

local media in Ghana to publicise the 

campaign in Ghana.  As of now, EPA has 

not granted the environmental permit for 

Newmont to commence the Akyem 

mine. 

 A Ghanaian journalist with the Public 

Agenda newspaper, Selorm Amevor 

/akyem
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3-day National 

conference of 

affected mining 

communities to 

develop a national 

organisational 

structure for affected 

mining communities, 

photo exhibition and 

10
th

 anniversary 

celebration. 

project area and 

activists  

 

 

visited Obuasi and interacted with the 

Anwiam, Amamom, and Boete 

communities for a number of days 

 

 Two preparatory meetings were 

organised in Accra after which 

anniversary committees established in 

the communities began detailed 

organisation to determine activities for 

the 10
th

  celebration. 

 WACAM’s 10
th

 Anniversary celebration 

was marked in the communities in 

Tarkwa, Obuasi and Kenyase Zones and 

climaxed in Accra on 29
th

 October, 2008.   

o In Tarkwa, WACAM activists 

organised a cleanup programme 

for the Tarkwa Government 

Hospital after which the group 

made a donation of food items to 

Angel of Hope Orphanage in 

Tarkwa 

o The Obuasi group organised a 

cleanup at Obuasi Government 

Hospital, had an intercreative 

Radio discussion on mining on  

Shaft FM station in Obuasi and 

donated food items and clothing 

to Adullam Orphanage in Obuasi 

o The Kenyase communities 

undertook a cleanup at the 

Kenyase Community Clinic and 

donated 80 mosquito nets to 

Kantinka community, a 
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community affected by the 

operations of Newmont Ahafo 

mine. The donation of mosquito 

nets was a joint activity of the 

communities and Regis 

University Students who visited 

the Kantinka community.  

 The Accra celebration was marked with a 

forum attended by  about 450 people 

from mining communities, representative 

of the Catholic Bishops’ Conference, 

Minerals Commission, Traditional rulers, 

Journalists, Religious people, activists, 

NGOs, Student activists, academics etc.  

There was a one-day photo exhibition on 

mining struggles in Ghana as part of the 

climax of the 10
th

 Anniversary 

celebration  

Focus on 

contributing to 

the formation 

and 

strengthening of 

community 

organisations 

and awareness 

raising about 

mining policy 

issues and the 

rights of 

communities to 

participate in 

decision making 

 Development of 

Quarterly Newsletter 

of WACAM to 

promote mining 

advocacy 

Campaign for good 

governance and 

inclusion of mining 

communities in 

decision-making 

processes through 

public activities and 

awareness creation 

(FPIC campaign). 

 

 Journalists 

working for 

WACAM  

  The Editorial Board for WACAM’s 

Quarterly Newsletter named after 

WACAM’s slogan   “Asetenapa” 

(Quality Life and Sustainable 

Livelihood) had been constituted. 

Volunteer Journalists of WACAM and 

other activists worked on the Newsletter 

of WACAM which was planned to be 

launched at the 10
th

 Anniversary but had 

to be postponed. The Newsletter is ready  

and would be launched in January 2009 

 

 WACAM had a meeting with Director of 

Mining of EPA on 21st April.  The issues 

raised included mining in forest reserves 
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related to 

mining projects. 

 

Use result 

/conclusions from 

three-day workshop 

to lobby  CHRAJ, 

EPA, Parliament  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

especially the Ajenua Bepo, Goldfields 

and AngloGold Iduapriem mine pollution 

of River Anwunabe since August 2007 

and how EPA was dealing with the 

situation.  WACAM also wanted to know 

the response to the letter written by 

Teberebie Concerned Farmers’ 

Association leader Ms. Emelia 

Amoateng on the pollution of the rivers.  

The officer promised that he would 

investigate and give a response.  

WACAM is yet to receive the response.  

A second meeting was scheduled for 

July, which was cancelled because EPA 

was occupied at the time.  The two 

organisations are yet to propose another 

meeting date. 

 A meeting was held in August 2008 with 

the Commission on Human Rights and 

Administrative Justice (CHRAJ) in 

Obuasi to ascertain the status of various 

cases submitted to it.  The Municipal 

Director explained that the cases are still 

being investigated and promised to 

update WACAM on progress. 

 The leadership visited Adubirem and 

interacted with the Nkosuohemaa over a 

number of buildings that had developed 

serious cracks because of the operations 

of AngloGold Ashanti in the area 

sometime ago.  The WACAM team took 

some photographs of the buildings and 

wrote a letter to AngloGold Ashanti 
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Support community 

people to make 

submissions to their 

Parliamentarians and 

Parliamentary Select 

Committee on 

Mining on outcomes 

of workshops 

asking them to repair the buildings. Since 

the case is still pending before CHRAJ, 

further action was put on hold 

 

 In a monthly meeting of WACAM’s 

Obuasi group, members discussed the 

impending Presidential and 

Parliamentary elections and the need for 

the communities to make demands on 

aspiring office holders on mining issues.  

They were advised to ask critical 

questions and demand answers from the 

candidates to ensure that they understood 

their peculiar situation as a way of 

presenting them at the national level. 

Enlarge 

partnership and 

alliances in 

order to amplify 

advocacy 

activities and 

mentoring 

communities 

 

 Target communities 

that would be 

affected by the 

Akyem project of 

Newmont for 

campaigns on rights 

and fair 

compensations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Community 

Groups  

formed in all 

20 

communities 

 

 

 215 members of Concerned Farmers 

Associated were supported to present a 

petition to the Minister for Lands, 

Forestry and Mines on mining in Ajenua 

Bepo reserve.  They sent a petition to 

EPA about their comments on the EIS of 

Newmont Akyem Project and their 

concerns about mining in the forest 

reserves.  

 Lobbied media personnel to visit and 

record community voices in Akyem on 

their views about mining in Ajenua Bepo 

Forest reserve   

 In June 2008, WACAM was involved in 

intensive organisational and sensitisation 
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Working with mining 

communities to 

dialogue with 

AngloGold Ashanti 

in Obuasi and 

Tarkwa 

work in Adausina,  Yayaso, Hweakwae, 

Afoso, Ntronang, and New Abriem to 

prepare the communities for the public 

hearing on the EIS of Newmont’s Akyem 

Project which was held on 4
th

 July 2008 

 

 WACAM had a meeting with the Vice 

President of West Africa of AGA and 

Mr. John Owusu in Accra to discuss the 

WACAM / Community AngloGold 

Dialogue on 7
th

 May 2008 

 Anwiam advocacy. Helped the Anwiam 

community to have time on Shaft FM 

and Ark FM to discuss their problems 

with AngloGold Ashanti.  AngloGold 

Ashanti, after several appeals by the 

community, initially agreed to resettle 

the people.  However, for no apparent 

reason, they backtracked and now want 

to identify people who have cracks in 

their buildings and then provide cement 

for them to repair their own buildings.  

This is contrary to current constitutional 

and legal provisions. 

 Supported the establishment of the 

Anyankyirem, Amamom and Adaase 

Farmers Association to press for the 

release of large acreage of land taken 

over by AngloGold Ashanti for mining 

but which has been turned into grazing 

land by the company.  The communities’ 

position is that by the laws of the 

country, land should be returned to the 
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rightful owners if it is not used for the 

purposes for which it was acquired.  A 

letter has been written to the company to 

release the lands to the rightful owners. 

 Held a forum at Dokyiwa where the 

Programmes Coordinator took the 

community people present through the 

constitution and the Minerals and Mining 

Act.  The Principles of Compensation 

was thoroughly explained to them as well 

as their right to housing that has been 

guaranteed both in national and 

international legislation.  They were 

advised not to allow the chief to dictate 

the terms of the resettlement and 

compensation since it is a human rights 

issue.  After the encounter, two members 

of WACAM in the community decided 

to write officially to allow WACAM to 

take the lead in negotiations with 

AngloGold Ashanti.  

 There were meetings and discussions 

with Anwiam community on their 

longstanding problems on their 

preference of resettlement as against the 

company paying them monetary 

compensation.  The delegation were 

briefed on the differences between 

relocation and resettlement and told not 

to be intimidated by the company when 

they attend meetings. 
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Documentation 

and sharing 

experiences 

with other 

partners to 

Support cross-

fertilization at 

regional and 

international 

levels 

 Briefing and 

contracting for 

manual development 

Desk top 

research/review of 

WACAM’s training 

experiences and 

drafting of training 

manual 

   Training manual is completed and a draft 

sent to the WARO office of Oxfam 

America for comments.  As part of 

developing the manual, the document 

was tested in mining communities  

 Community groups were formed in 21 

communities.    

 Video documentation of WACAM’s 

experiences prepared 

 Video documentation of 10
th

 Anniversary 

celebration prepared 

 Terminal report of  GHA 001 /08, 

“strengthening capacity of communities 

affected by mining for rights based 

mining advocacy and development 

submitted to Oxfam America WARO 

Office 
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7.2. Calendar of Activities for 2008 

Date  Activity  Outcome  

3
rd

 January One day forum for 120 people on mining law and community 

rights including chief, elders and Parliamentarian of the area 

The forum succeeded in uniting the Chief and the 

community people who resolved to struggle as a group 

against mining company machination  

4
th

 January One day forum on mining law and the challenges of the second 

phase for about 100 people 

 

5
th

 -6
th

  

January  

Community meetings in Kenyase Hwidiem Ntotroso and 

Kantinka to explain the objectives of WACAM and some 

aspects of the Minerals and Mining Law 

 

7
th

 January Executive council Meeting and meeting with chief and elders of 

Nkwantakrom to discuss the challenges of the court ruling in 

the case between Nkwantakrom and AngloGold Ashanti 

Iduapriem Mine  

 

8
th

 January General meeting in Obuasi attended by representatives from 

mining communities affected by AngloGold Ashanti Obuasi 

mine 

Communities expressed their willingness to continue with 

the dialogue process despite the challenges they had 

encountered from AngloGold not taking the dialogue 

process serious  

9
th

 January The Executive Director of WACAM participated in a workshop 

on Natural Resource and Environmental Governance (NREG) 

organised by development partners of Ghana. A follow up 

meeting was organised by the Netherlands Embassy for NGOs 

to brainstorm on the NREG Programme 

The discussions resulted in the development of the NREG 

Programme which would commence in 2010 and the 

KASA (Speak Out) Programme of the Netherlands 

Embassy which precedes the NREG programme 

21
st
 

January 

The Teberebie Concerned Farmers Association led by Ms 

Amelia Amoateng presented a letter to the Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA) to protest against the pollution of 

River Anwonabe by the operations of AngloGold Ashanti 

Iduapriem Mine  

There were follow ups to the petition presented.  There is a 

proposal for a joint committee made up  of WACAM, the 

communities, the company and EPA to investigate the 

allegations and that all parties with evidence should make 

them available 

22
nd

 

January 

Mr. Kwabena Frimpong, the Zonal Officer for Akyem 

sensitised the chiefs and people of Adausena and Afosu on the 

campaign against mining in the Ajenua Bepo Forest reverse  

There were follow up activities which led to the petition by 

215 members of the Concerned Farmers Association to the 

Minister responsible for Lands Forestry and Mines 

23
rd

 

January 

Ms Joana Manu, a Community Leader in Dumase led a 

community discussion on the water problems which had 

The training of 4 people in the community has started but 

the company is yet to provide the potable water  
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resulted from the destruction of the water bodies in the area as a 

result of the operations of Golden Star Resources (Bogoso/ 

Prestea Mine). The community proposed the training of 4 

people on water quality and the provision of a more sustainable 

water system  

28
th

 – 30
th

 

January  

The Director of Training and Research participated in the UN 

Secretary General’s High Level Multi Stakeholder Meeting of 

UNCTAD on commodities in Geneva as part of the preparatory 

meeting of UNCTAD X11 in Ghana 

 

30
th

 

January 

BBC organised a forum on problems of mining in Tarkwa.  

WACAM was represented by Emelia Amoateng, Richard 

Ellimah and Jerry Mensah-Pa.  Community people, students, 

lecturers and mining company employees recounted the 

problems of mining 

A platform was created for people of diverse backgrounds 

to talk about mining problems of communities which was 

aired to a large audience in Ghana and outside Ghana 

31
st
 

January 

Mr. James Sarpong, a Resident of Teberebie who is affected by 

the Rock Waste Dump of AngloGold Ashanti Iduapriem mine 

and a member of the farmers’ group in Teberebie that had 

instituted court action against the company was summoned to 

appear before the District Security Committee (DISEC). The 

DISEC is the committee that comprises all the state security 

agencies. He was ordered by DISEC to leave his premises to 

give way for the company to continue to dump waste on his 

farms without being compensated. 

The members of the Teberebie Concerned Farmers 

Association solidarised with James Sarpong by following 

him to the DISEC meeting. Though the members of the 

association were not permitted to join him in the meeting 

with DISEC, the presence of the members of the 

association at the premises of the meeting gave James 

Sarpong the confidence to inform DISEC that the case in 

question was before a court and DISEC had no mandate to 

discuss a case that was in court. WACAM got   CEPIL to 

write to DISEC to complain about the intimidation of 

James Sarpong by the state security apparatus and the 

intimidation of James Sarpong had ceased. 

5
th

 

February  

The Joint Investigation Team visited communities to listen to 

cases of human rights abuses and environmental problems 

associated with the operations of AngloGold Ashanti as part of 

the Dialogue Process 

There were follow up visits which helped the team to 

gather evidence of cases of water pollution which had 

denied communities access to potable water, human rights 

abuses, loss of livelihood, effects of blasting etc. The 

evidence had compelled AngloGold Ashanti to commission 

a study on the water problems confronting the mining 

communities  
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5
th

 

February 

The residents of Dormaa By Pass had a meeting with the 

management of the company on the destruction of their 

buildings by the blasting operations of the Subika pit of 

Newmont Ahafo mine. The meeting which was facilitated by 

the District Chief Executive was the result of a long struggle of 

the residents which was supported by WACAM 

The engagement compelled Newmont Ahafo mine to 

accept responsibility for the destruction of the buildings 

and said they would bear the cost of repairing the building 

which the community did not accept because the company 

would continue to blast and saw that as not a solution to the 

problem.  The case is still pending. 

18
th

 

February 

WACAM and Commonwealth Human Rights Institute (CHRI) 

organised a forum in Tarkwa on improving Police-Public 

relations.  The Police Administration at the District and 

Regional levels participated in the forum.  Communities gave 

evidence of human rights violations on how they were harassed 

by the police and also prevented from exercising their 

constitutional right to demonstrate against mining companies.  

 

The Executive Director of WACAM participated in a one-day 

workshop organised by ICMM to discuss their research on 

using natural resource to foster sustainable development.  The 

Executive Director of WACAM raised the issue that mining has 

exacerbated poverty in mining communities because of its 

effects on land and natural resource and the need for Free prior 

and Informed Consent (FPIC) Principle to be institutionalised 

as an important decision making tool. 

There was an opportunity to educate the communities and 

the General Public on the constitution and the Public Order 

Law. The representative of the Regional police 

Administration made a public statement that the 

communities had the constitutional right to undertake 

peaceful demonstration and needed to inform the Police 

five days prior to the demonstration for Police protection. 

 

 

An official from E.P.A. stated that the mining companies 

take their decisions and impose the decisions on poor 

communities. He added that the companies do not listen to 

the mining communities but they call it partnership. This 

underscores the need for the FPIC campaign 

 

21
st
 

February 

The members of the Board of Extractive Industry Transparency 

Initiative (EITI) who were in Ghana to have a Board meeting 

had an open forum in Kenyase to interact with the mining 

communities. The WACAM’s group in Kenyase presented the 

community concerns to the Board  

 

Hannah Owusu-Koranteng, the Director of Training and 

Research and Richard Ellimah, the Programme Officer for 

Obuasi participated in the CSO preparatory meeting on Oil and 

Development which preceded the National Oil Forum to share 

WACAM’s mining advocacy experiences.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

CSOs prepared a position paper for the National oil forum 
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22
nd

 

February 

The Subriso community which would be affected by the 2
nd

 

phase of Newmont Ahafo mine was invited by the Ashanti 

Regional Minister to discuss a complaint by Newmont Ahafo 

mine that the community was resisting the operations of the 

company from undertaking mining operations in the area.  The 

company wanted to apply compensation package that it paid in 

other communities to Subriso which the community did not 

agree to.  WACAM activists and the community people 

provided information from the Minerals and Mining Law Act 

703, 2006 which required that the company paid fair, and 

adequate compensation promptly before undertaking its 

operations 

On the basis of the information provided by the 

communities on the minerals law, the Ashanti Regional 

Minister asked Newmont to negotiate compensation with 

the Subriso people and not to impose compensation the 

company had paid to others on the people of Subriso 

14
th

 March  Journalists For Human Rights organised a two-day workshop 

in Takoradi for about 25 Journalists, Police personnel, 

Commission on Human Rights and Administrative Justice and 

National Commission for Civic Education on Citizens’ Rights. 

WACAM made a presentation to the group on mining and 

Human Rights  

There was increased reportage on mining issues and some 

of the Journalists did follow up stories on mining 

28
th

 March WACAM raised some community concerns at a meeting with a 

12-member US Congressional Delegation in Accra.  The 

Delegation comprised the leadership and members of the 

financial services committee of the US Congress headed by 

Chairman Barney Frank. 

The delegation promised to discuss some of the issues 

relating to royalty payment, compensation   and human 

rights issues with the government 

2
nd

 April An official of the District office of the National Committee on 

Civic Education (NCCE) at New Abirem facilitated a meeting 

between WACAM and management of Newmont Akyem 

project.  WACAM expressed its readiness to dialogue on many 

issues but stated that they had a principled position against 

mining in forest reserves and would continue to campaign 

against the Akyem project because it was located in a protected 

forest reserve. 

 

11
th

 April WACAM was invited by the SPRING Programme, a Post 

Graduate programme in Planning of Kwame Nkrumah 

There were follow up discussion with Mr, Ellimah, who is 

a student in the programme which may create an 
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University of Science and Technology (KNUST) to make a 

presentation on “The Oil Find: Lessons From The Gold 

Industry”   

opportunity for WACAM to have formalised work with the 

programme 

17
th

 April  The Director of Training and Research of  WACAM 

participated in a panel discussion of Civil Society Consultative 

meeting at UNCTAD XII in Accra and  presented a paper on 

Mining and Gender  

 

23
rd

 April The Director of Training and Research made a presentation at 

CSO forum of UNCTAD X11 on commodity boom and 

development in the case of mining  

 

12
th

 to 15
th

 

May 

WACAM participated in a validation workshop on the report of 

the Commission for Human Rights and Administrative Justice 

(CHRAJ) on the state of human rights in mining communities 

The (CHRAJ) report on the state of human rights in mining 

communities was launched on 4
h
 September 2008 

17
th

 May WACAM officials and volunteers in the communities worked 

with Tokyo Broadcasting to prepare a TV documentary on FDI 

impact on African Mining communities.  The documentary was 

shown to about 40 African  Heads of States who attended the 

Tokyo International Conference  on African Development 

(TICAD) meeting in Tokyo  

 

29
th

 May WACAM participated in a meeting with US Congress members 

at the US Embassy.  The discussion was on oil and mining in 

Ghana.  On the same day WACAM made a presentation to 10 

students from Oregon on mining and development. 

 

12
th

 June WACAM organised an experience sharing workshop for Brong 

Ahafo Network of NGOs (BANGO) for 40 of its members 

WACAM gained the commitment of NGOs in Brong 

Ahafo to support the community struggles 

16
th

 June Strategic Planning meeting of WACAM for 20 activists  

4
th

 July WACAM and other NGOs working on mining and forestry 

participated in the public hearing of Newmont Akyem project.  

The NGOs included TWN, Youth for Action Ghana, Friends of 

the Nation, FIAN, LEG 

 

16
th

 July WACAM organised a One day forum in Teleko Bokazoo in 

which about 120 community people from Anwia and Teleku 

Bokazo participated.  Issues discussed were on the challenges 
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of proposed mining operations of Adamus Resources Limited 

22
nd

 – 24
th

 

July 

The Executive Director participated in the ECOWAS Regional 

Experts meeting on validation of the draft common mining 

code in Abuja 

 

27
th

 -30
th

 

June 

Officials of Oxfam America from Cambodia and Senegal 

interacted with communities in Teberebie, Dumase, 

Anyankyerem, Amamom and Akatekyeso to learn from the 

experiences of community work and organisation 

 

14
th

 

August  

Three WACAM Officers participated in the public hearing 

organised by EPA at Salman  for Akango, Salman, Aluku and 

Duale communities who would be affected by activities of 

Adamus Resources Limited 

 

15
th

 

August  

Three WACAM Officers participated in the public hearing 

organised by EPA on the EIS of Adamus Resources Limited at 

Anwia and Teleku Bokazo 

 

28
th

 

August 

WACAM made a Press Release to the press on how political 

party manifestoes and campaigns were silent on  surface mining 

and environment degradation 

 

4
th

 

September  

The Commission on Human Rights and Administrative justice 

(CHRAJ) launched its report on the State of Human rights in 

Mining Communities 

 

17
th

 

September  

25 community representatives participated in a workshop on the 

effects of mining on their communities.   

The participants passed a resolution which highlighted the 

problems associated with mining and the resolution was 

publicised. 

28
th

 

September 

to 1
st
 

October  

ECOWAS Mining Code planning Meeting in Accra organised 

by Oxfam America and WACAM for CSOs. About 35 

participants made up of Journalists, NGOs, Trade Unionists and 

Community people participated in the workshop 

A stakeholder analysis and campaign strategy for the 

ECOWAS Mining code was developed  

30
th

 to 3
rd

 

October 

The Executive Director participated in the ECOWAS Mining 

Code Taskforce meeting as an Observer  

Despite the constraints of being an Observer in the meeting 

WACAM had the opportunity to influence the discussion 

10
th

 

October  

Sensitisation forum on the mining law and the challenges of the 

Adamus Resources Limited organised for about 120 people at 

Anwia.  Community. People from Teberebie and Obuasi shared 
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their experiences with the Anwia community 

23
rd

 

October  

WACAM members in Kenyase and its environs organised a 

cleanup exercise at the Kenyase Community Clinic 

 

25
th

 

October  

WACAM’s group in Kenyase Area with support from students 

from Regis University  donated 80 mosquito nets to Kantinka 

community 

 

29
th

 

October 

WACAM climaxed its 10
th

 anniversary celebration in Accra 

with the theme “A Decade of Community Mining Advocacy in 

Ghana – Challenges and Prospects 

 

1
st
 

December  

WACAM and community leaders from Teberebie had a 

meeting with EPA officials in Tarkwa on pollution of rivers in 

the catchment area by AngloGold Ashanti Iduapriem mine 

It was agreed that a meeting of the affected community, 

EPA, the company and WACAM should be convened to 

solve the problem of the alleged pollution by AngloGold 

Ashanti Iduapriem Mine 

2
nd

 

December  

WACAM’s Group in Obuasi area donated food items, clothing, 

soap and cloth to the Adullam Orphanage as part of the 10
th

 

Anniversary celebration of WACAM 

 

3
rd

 

December  

The BBC interviewed the Executive Director of WACAM on 

how political campaigns and manifestoes of political parties 

would address environmental and mining problems 

 

WACAM representative participated in a validation workshop 

organised by Private Enterprise Foundation on Corporate 

Governance as part of the African Peer Review Mechanism 

(APRM).  The WACAM representative raised the issues of the 

effects of rock waste dumps on communities such as Teberebie, 

Kenyase, Obuasi and Human Rights issues.   

 

 

 

 

 

4
th

 

December 

WACAM organised an expanded Executive Council Meeting   

10
th

 

December  

WACAM participated in the commemoration of the Human 

Rights Declaration at a forum held at the headquarters of 

CHRAJ  

 

12
th

 – 14
th

  

December 

WACAM participated in a workshop organised by the APRM 

Secretariat to validate the composite report of the African Peer 

The APRM Secretariat promised to follow up on the 

Yamfo case which had been in court over one year 
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Review Governance for Ghana in Accra. The WACAM 

representative at the meeting cited the case of the arrest of the 5 

WACAM activists and an official of WARO Office of Oxfam 

America when having a community meeting in Yamfo as a 

governance issue because the arrest and remand of the 5 

WACAM activists  in Prison custody had no legal basis  

16
th

 to 18
th

 

December  

WACAM representative was invited by the Minerals 

Commission to participate in the review of the Draft Minerals 

and Mining Regulation on Compensation, Resettlement, 

Royalties and Explosives 

 

WACAM and CEPIL worked with the communities in Dumase 

and Prestea to catalogue evidence of human rights violations to 

support a legal case against Golden Star Resources in the US. 

Though the final report is yet to be prepared, WACAM’s 

experiences on resettlement, compensation, royalties and 

explosives which were shared at the meeting was 

acknowledged by participants as very helpful 

 
 


